The Poet as a Saint: The Caxton Master's Portrait of Ovid and Its Literary Background
The degree to which Ovid's Metamorphoses have inspired literature and art from antiquity to today can hardly be overestimated [cfr. 27]. However, not only the mythical narratives awoke the imagination of the artists. The poet himself was depicted in countless portraits and sculptures. They are concerned with more than with Ovid as a person alone. In a condensed way they comment on how his poetry was understood in the course of the centuries.
A remarkable example can be found in William Caxton's Middle English translation of the Ovide moralisé en prose (OMP) . The text survived only in two manuscript volumes: Cambridge, Magdalene College, Old Library, F.4.34 (book I-IX) and Pepys Library, 2124 (X-XV). They were written by a professional scribe c. 1480 1 . At the beginning of each of the 15 books of the OMP there are spaces for illuminations, of which only four were realized: a portrait of Ovid as a frontispiece on f. 16r [Ill. 74], Phaethon's Fall on f. 39v, Cadmus on f. 71v, and the death of Pyramus on f. 98v. 2 The artist who made the first three of them became known as the "Caxton Master"; he is considered to be one of the most talented English book painters of his time, as evidence from other manuscripts supports [36, pp. 1-2] .
In the frontispiece, Ovid is depicted kneeling and praying in a bare room (which could be part of a church or monastery) 3 . The crown of leaves on his head mark him as a poet laureate, but his posture and facial expression are deeply devotional. However, his object of adoration is not a pagan icon but an image of Christ. Several signs indicate that Ovid's pleas for inspiration have not fallen on deaf ears, namely Christ's graceful gestures, the strays of light falling from him onto the poet, and finally two books on the floor -the two volumes of the Middle English OMP.
The Iconographic Tradition
No comparable portrait of Ovid has come to us. And even if we consider that there may have been other examples now lost, the frontispiece is still unusual. The Caxton Master's anachronism is common in that period; ancient persons are regularly transferred into a contemporary 1 It is doubtful whether the scribe worked for Caxton, as Kathleen L. Scott [36, 
That grete clerk Ovide: the Metamorphoses in France and England
The lack of paintings resembling the portrait of Ovid as the frontispiece does not imply that the Caxton Master was not following any models. His work is an illustration to the OMPtherefore, it depends on Caxton's translation and its literary context as much as on the iconographic tradition 6 . And indeed, medieval literature was a rich source of inspiration for the Caxton Master or his patron.
In biographical writing, the few facts known about the poet's life were completed by a vast amount of legendary material. Not all of these reports end well for the poet's soul [2, p. 272 ]. But at least some of them tell us about his conversion: according to a 13 th -century legend in the Southern German manuscript Freiburg i. Br., Universitätsbibliothek, MS. 380, f. 1r, he was baptized by John the Apostle, first became bishop of Tomis and then a martyr, and was worshipped as St Naso [2, pp. 270-273] .
Most of these accounts were merely anecdotal. But there is one exception: the hermetic De vetula, composed around 1250, probably by the French poet and scholar Richard de Fournival. This fictive autobiography describes Ovid's way from a youthful lover to a serious scholar whose devotion to study finally leads him to intuitive knowledge of Christian doctrine, even if he could not fully comprehend it. By combining poetry, science, and theology, De vetula reflects the way the Metamorphoses were read from 1100 onwards, despite the moral and religious concerns this particular work of Ovid raised 7 . In 14 th -century France, a group of texts, namely the moralisations of the Metamorphoses, surpassed the earlier commentaries both in quality and quantity. The key text is the Ovide moralisé (OM), in which an anonymous poet re-narrates the whole Metamorphoses in 70,000 French verses and complements them with physical, historical, moral, and spiritual expla- The earliest examples are Arnulf of Orleans's (d. 1260) commentaries [16] and John of Garland's (d. after 1272) Integumenta Ovidii [17] , cfr. [11; 20] .
nations [3, pp. 90-136] . It also inspired other writings: the OMP and Bersuire's OML. In the latter, the integration of the Metamorphoses into a Christian cosmos of knowledge becomes particularly evident: even if the OML is often copied alone, it is not an independent work, but only book 15 of the Reductorium morale which also includes an allegorical encyclopedia and an exposition of the Holy Scripture 8 . Despite the similar titles, these are independent works with slightly different aims [14, pp. 278-279] . But they conform to each other in their ambitious attempt to interpret Ovidian myth systematically in the light of medieval religious and intellectual needs.
The French reception of Ovid had an immense influence in the Latin West, on courtly literature as well as on sermons, literary criticism, and even scholastic works. This is particularly true for England, where De vetula and the OML were read widely 9 . A home-grown classicism, for which Ovid was a major authority, paved the way for their success [cfr. 38] . The institutional background of this classicist movement was highly diverse: we find its followers in monasteries, schools, universities, and literary circles like Richard de Bury's. . Unsurprisingly, it incorporates the Christian reading of the Metamorphoses in the OMP. But it does so in a British context, in which Ovid had already become a regular authority before the influence of the new sources from France. It might therefore not have been an accident that the portrait was the work of an English artist and not of a French one. 8 For a careful analysis of Bersuire's approach to Ovid cfr. [32] . 9 Despite the lack of a linguistic barrier in England, where Anglo-Norman still was the language of the social elites, there are very few signs of any use of the French version, the OM and the OMP [7, p. 188] . 10 This is not to say that there are no sources from other places, which baptize Ovid; however, this paper will rely mainly on texts from the cultural ambience of the portrait under investigation.
From the Ancient Pantheon to the Image of Christ
The connection between the portrait and literature will become more evident when taking a closer look at some specific aspects. The scenery of Ovid praying and receiving inspiration from the biblical god is prefigured in the OMP and other texts.
The idea of divine inspiration as such is the least surprising aspect of the portrait. Indeed, it is Ovid's own claim in the opening lines of the Metamorphoses [ In ancient and medieval literature, it was common to open poetic works with an invocation of god(s), muses, or other higher beings. In many cases, this plea for help was not taken seriously but is just a literary play [25, pp. 22-37 ]. Yet, exactly because this plea for aspiration and guidance was so conventional, it is worth noting how much attention it gained in the manuscript of the Middle English OMP -from the Caxton Master, who choose it for his frontispiece, but also from the scribe, who pointed it out in a rubric title on f. 16v: How Ouyde at the begynnyng of his booke maketh Invocacion for helpe & Dyuyne ayde. Obviously, Ovid's introductory words were no longer considered as a mere topos but taken seriously. This is entirely consistent with the increasingly theological reception of his poems. However, in order to close the gap between Ovid and the saints to which he is counted in the portrait, the Caxton Master goes one step further. From a medieval perspective, it was not problematic to assume that pagan writers unknowlingly possessed some kind of prophetic knowledge 11 . But in the portrait Ovid is actually Christian. His prayer is not directed to a pagan icon but to an image of Jesus. The ancient pantheon vanished in favour of the one Christian god. The Caxton Master thereby touches an aspect about which medieval readers often felt uncomfortable. Even the OM is still apologetic about the poet's polytheism [12, I 107-110 Early on, medieval scholars tried to purge the Metamorphoses from paganism. This was relatively easy as long as they concentrated on isolated passages like the famous account of the creation of the world, where indeed only one god is mentioned as the opifex rerum [21, I 79] . They clearly benefited from the absence of articles in the Latin language; when Ovid speaks of deus, as far as grammar is concerned it is not clear if he means the one and only or just any god. Of course, readers had to skip over the description of the creator as just one of many gods [21, I 32] . 11 The classical example is Virgil's 4 th ecloge, which was already in late antiquity understood as a prophetic anounciation of Christ [2, p. 59].
But later commentators where not satisfied with such selective readings. They instead tried to solve the tension between pagan and Christian beliefs with a theory of polytheistic speech. Like the OM, the OMP warns of polytheism, but it gives a hint that the gods that Ovid asks for inspiration are maybe just a rhetorical figure: The plural di, gods, in (In order to uncover the secrets of the gods we have to confess mainly together with the erudite philosophers, that there is only one god, the creator of heaven and earth, of all visible and invisible things. Because of the manifold disposition, by which he reigns the world, he is called by them with all kinds of different names.)
Ironically, this assumption is based on a thought adopted from ancient philosophy: the many gods are just names for different forces and manifestations of one single deity [39, I 1, p. 4]. Pagan myth can be thought of as a symbolic description of the effects god has as the first cause. This is not to say that Walsingham considered myth an adequate religious language. He recognized the practise of the ancient peasants and shepherds as a kind of religion since they worshipped their god-given skills -agriculture, for example -as deities [39, I 1, p. 5]. But he is utterly critical when it comes to the poets, whom he accuses of turning religion into superstition by giving fictitious names to these idolized skills and adding further personification of disreputable behaviour, such as voluptuousness [39, I 1, p. 5]. However, his assessment of poetry does not prevent him from reading the Metamorphoses as an allegorical collection of all kinds of moral, historical, scientific and even theological knowledge [6, pp. 200-205] (Therefore Ovid intends to recall the people from improper love to temporal things and exhort them to the worship of the highest god, by showing the stability of celestial and the variability of temporal things. And [he intends to] list the transformations in order to inculcate us by so many kinds of transformations that these changeable and perishable things are nothing.)
Walsingham's Ovid is an artful missionary who uses myth to lure his audience towards the highest god. Of course, Walsingham was fully aware that with this term, the poet was not referring to the biblical god. But other medieval Ovidians found a way to turn philosophical monotheism into Christian doctrine. St. Paul prepared a loophole while preaching at the Are-opag: the deus ignotus, which the apostle used as a point of contact with his pagan listeners, was identified with Ovid's god [41, Acts 27, 23] To imagine Ovid as a saint was not just the exotic idea of an artist who tried to bridge the gap between his Christian beliefs and pagan poetry. In fact it is an incisive illustration of the late medieval reception of the Metamorphoses, which were assimilated to Christian culture. The way Ovid's poems were read affected his representation in book paintings. On the basis of the literary sources, it is no longer surprising that the Caxton Master depicted Ovid as a saint, but rather that it took so long before someone came up with that idea. His portrait shows that literary and iconographic traditions were not isolated from each other, but that at least some artists had a sound knowledge of the texts they were illustrating. In the case of the Middle English OMP, this leads to a harmonic picture: William Caxton certainly was a modernizer, but in many respects his taste of literature was rather conservative. He preferred a medieval French adaption to the Metamorphoses themselves. It is therefore quite fitting that his translation is illustrated with a frontispiece that is deeply rooted in traditions reaching back to older readings of Ovid's carmen perpetuum.
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